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der sich selbst als modernen Anhanger dieser philosophischen Stromung betrach
tete, kritisiert Steuco insofern, als dieser sich damit begniigt habe, ,,die antike 
Philosophie an das Christentum anzupassen", ohne dabei auch ,,das philosophi
sche Denken ans Licht" zu bringen. 160 Eben darum ging es ihm jedoch selbst: um 
ein gewisses Bemerken philosophisch relevanter ,,Spuren der Wahrheit bei den 
Alten" und darin das Gewahren ,,eines gewissen Fortschritts in den Erkenntnis
sen". 161 Nicht weniger lag ihm aber an der Aktualitat dieses Wissens: Niemals 
so stellt er klar, ,, ware ich interessiert, einen Au tor zu lesen, der heute den Blut~ 
kreislauf verwerfen wiirde". 162 Dabei wurde sich Leibniz erstens zunehmend 
bewusster, dass beim analogischen Vergleich von altem und neuem Wissen alles 
auf eine wissenschaftlich nachvollziehbare Methode ankommt und bei den soge
nannten positiven Tatsachen (wie der ,,creatio ex nihilo") alles auf die Feststel
lung von deren erkenntnistheoretischem Status der Wahrheit. Zweitens wurde 
ih~ immer klarer, dass zu einer rational akzeptablen Missionstheorie, wie sie in 
semer letzten, unvollendeten Abhandlung dargestellt ist, sowohl die geschichts
philosophische Vorstellung einer ,,prisca theologia" als auch die Definition einer 
Natiirlichen Theologie als Grundvoraussetzungen gehoren. 

Obgleich sich Leibniz damit als ,,der letzte Vertreter der philosophia per
ennis" seiner Zeit erweist, wird er dessen ungeachtet aus heutiger Perspektive 
auch als Vorlaufer einer ,,komparativen Philosophie" betrachtet, der ,,fest auf 
dem Boden der universalen Vernunft" gestanden und als Erster damit begonnen 
hatte, ,,iiber den europaischen Horizont hinaus (Philosophie) komparativ zu be
treiben" . 163 

160 
V gl.. Leibni_z an Simon Foucher: ,,J'ay vu Augustinus Steuchus Jugubinus de perenni philo
sophia, mais son dessein est principalement d'accommoder les anciens au christianisme 
l ... J, plustost que de mettre les pensees de philosophie dans leur jour" (GP I, S. 395). 

161 Vgl. Leibniz an Remond, 26. August 1714, in: GP III, S. 624-625. 
162 Vgl. Leibniz an Burnett of Kemney, 18. Juni 1701, in: LAA I, 20 Nr. 185, S. 282 (£2 ). 

163 Vg~. Rol~- Elberfeld: ,,Uberlegung zur Grundlegung ,komparativer Philosophic'", Allge
mezne Zeztschriftfiir Philosophie 24 (1999), S. 123-154, hier S. 125, Anm. 2, und S. 136, 
und Wilhelm Halbfass, Art. ,,Philosophy, Comparative", in: HWPh, Bd. 7, Sp. 922-924. 

YONGZHENG'S CONUNDRUM 

THE EMPEROR ON CHRISTIANITY, RELIGIONS, 
AND HETERODOXY* 

EUGENIO MENEGON 

Yongzheng's Conundrum: In Homage to Roman Malek 

Roman Malek has dedicated most of his academic career to the study of Chinese 
religions, paying particular attention to traditions that the imperial state often saw 
with suspicion, and labeled as heterodox. In homage to Roman's rich research on 
Daoism and Christianity in China, in this essay I attempt to address a conun
drum: why did the Yongzheng ~1L1T Emperor (r. 1722-1735) decide to forbid the 
proselytization of Christianity in the Chinese provinces in 1724, while he allowed 
missionaries and Christians to continue their activities in Beijing, practically un
der his nose? Was this a truly contradictory set of policies? 

The following exploration of imperial audiences with court missionaries - ac
counts that China historians have so far mostly neglected - suggests that in fact 
the contradiction was only apparent. The simultaneous formal prohibition of 
Christianity and retention of the foreign priests at court stemmed from both 
pragmatic governance considerations and the pursuit of Y ongzheng' s religious 
ideology of unification of the Three Teachings. These sources offer us glimpses 
of imperial personal views on religions and "heterodoxy" in intimate settings, 
and complement what we know from Qing institutional sources (edicts and me
morials), helping us disentangle "Yongzheng's conundrum." 

Y ongzheng, Christianity, and Chinese Religions 

Catholicism developed in fits and starts in the Chinese empire during the seven
teenth and early eighteenth century. By 1700, the Catholic Church in China 
counted a following of around 250, OOO faithful (0, 17 % of the population at the 
time), concentrated in China's main economic macro-regions. A setback soon 
followed this initial efflorescence. In 1724, the Yongzheng Emperor issued a 
formal prohibition against Christian propagation in the provinces. Yet, he offi
cially retained missionaries to serve the imperial court in Beijing as scientific and 
artistic experts, and allowed them to keep the capital's churches open. In part 
because his policy was ambiguously forbidding and allowing Christian activities 

This essay was first presented on November 17, 2014 at the workshop "Evil in Chinese 
Religion," organized by the Harvard Chinese Religion Seminar, and jointly sponsored by the 
Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies at Harvard University and the Boston University Center 
for the Study of Asia. I would like to thank Robert Weller, Michael Szonyi, Barend ter Haar, 
Blaine Gaustad, and all other participants for their feedback. 
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in the same breath, foreign and Chinese underground priests secretly continued in 
their technically illegal undertakings in the provinces. 

Y ongzheng himself must have understood the ambiguity of his position - al
lowing court missionaries to stay in the capital, but prohibiting any Christian 
activity elsewhere - and actually permitted this situation to continue, albeit be
grudgingly. This imperial attitude towards Christianity, in fact, becomes less 
paradoxical when we take into consideration three broader contexts: first, the 
needs of Qing state-building; second, the necessity to reaffirm the emperor's own 
legitimacy and filiality by appearing not to contradict his father's policies, gener
ally favorable towards the missionaries; and third, the emperor's understanding 
of the role of religions in society. 

1. Qing State-building 

The requirements of Qing state-building as the rationale to retain the missionaries 
in the capital are most clearly and succinctly contained in the Shengyu guangxun 

(Amplifications of the Sacred Edict, 1724) that I will analyze in detail 
below. A cryptic and ambiguous sentence in the Shengyu guangxun reveals the 
profound contradiction that will continue to weaken and destabilize imperial pro
hibitions against Christianity: "because these men [i.e., the missionaries] under
stand mathematics, therefore the govermnent employs them: of this you ought to 
be aware." 1 The need of missionary technicians (astronomers, translators, map
makers, mechanics, musicians, physicians, and artists) for state-building and pres
tige purposes required their presence in Beijing, and created continuous opportu
nities for the priests and their Christians to flout the law against heterodoxy and 
to exploit their imperially approved professional identity to keep churches open in 
the capital, and to support underground Catholic communities empire-wide. 

2. Legitimacy and Filiality 

Y ongzheng' s condemnation of Christianity represented a break with the past, and 
any departure from precedent required careful justification in a Confucian context 
of governance, especially in the fraught climate of Yongzheng's first few years 
on the throne, when rumors regarding his seizure of power and his legitimacy 
were swirling around. Deeply disappointed with the quarrels of the Chinese Rites 
Controversy, the Kangxi Emperor had declared Catholicism unsuitable to China 
in his later years, and forbidden further missionary activities in the empire. How
ever, he had not acted upon his decrees, in practice delaying and limiting their 
circulation, and continuing his protection of the missionaries and their churches 

An authoritative imperial version is Shengyu guangxun, in: Qingding Siku quanshu huiyao 1fX 
1£ (Qianlong reign, reprint Changchun: Jilin chubanshc, 2005); for this pas
sage, sec p. l 9a. Here J have modified the translation of William Milne, The Sacred Edict. 
Containing Sixteen Maxims ol the Emperor Kang-Hi, Amplified by His Son, the Emperor 
Yoong-Ching. Together with a Paraphrase on the Whole, by a Mandarin (Shanghai: Ameri
can Presbyterian Mission Press, 1870), p. 72. 
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in his typical laissez faire fashion. Yongzheng's formal indictment of Christianity 
was a step that not only seemed to contradict the deceased emperor's Confucian 
attitude of "cherishing men from afar" and his respect of religious pluralism for 
the sake of peace, but also uncovered deep policy disagreements between the new 
ruler and his father. He needed to carefully navigate a position straddling be
tween outward filial respect and political realism. 

3. Chinese Religions and Yongzheng's Relativism 

The attitude towards Christianity, finally, should be understood within the broad
er religious policies of Y ongzheng. Early Qing emperors ( 1644-1735) developed 
a complex relationship with institutional religious traditions. Kangxi and Yong
zheng, in particular, cultivated the image of the Confucian monarch, while also 
practicing and extending patronage to Tibetan Lamaism, Chan Buddhism, Dao
ism, and native Manchu shamanism. Recent scholarship has probed the symbolic 
valiance of Qing religious patronage, showing how such patronage provided 
powerful ideological support in governing a multi-ethnic and multi-religious em
pire by exalting the pivotal role of the emperor as a religiously enlightened politi
cal leader. 2 

While politically and ideologically connected to state matters, however, reli
gious patronage was also dependent on the personal religious practice of the em
perors. Shunzhi, for example, showed a fleeting interest towards Christianity, but 
directed much of his energy towards Chan Buddhism, as testified in the writings 
of the monk Muchen Daomin ;;t.: 15* :i1!1 ~, and extended his patronage to Chan 
lineages. 3 Kangxi was curious about different religious traditions and was famil
iar with Christian concepts through his association with court missionaries. He 
also extended patronage to Buddhism in his southern tours in the 1680s, and vis
ited and endowed Chan Buddhist temples there, summoning to court their emi
nent monks to offer lectures. Kangxi had a lenient and pragmatic attitude to reli
gions, as seen in his issuance of the so-called Edict of Toleration of Christianity 
in 1692, recently studied by several scholars,4 and in a 1698 edict on Islam: 

See, e.g., Patricia Ann Berger, Empire of Emptiness. Buddhist Art and Political Authority 
in Qing China (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 2003). 

Chen Yuan f5!;1UH, "Tang Ruowang yu Mu Chenwen [sicj ~lii*15-*;$," in: Chen 
Yuan xueshu lunwenji vol. 1 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1980), pp. 482-
516, partly translated in Tschen Yuan [Chen Yuan; D.W. Yang transl.J, "Johann Adam 
Schall von Bell S.J. und der Bonze Mu Tschen-wen," Monumenta Serica 5 (1940), pp. 
316-328; Xie Zhengguang i!J1 1F Yt, "Xinjun jiuzhu yu yichen - du Muchen Daomin 
Beiyouji" ;f~r ;ft Ill l: !J l:i. f~ * i)JJ~ :J11,it «:It 1}/J ~)) (The Chief Eunuch, Buddhist 
Monks, and the Emperors during the Ming-Qing Transition: Readings of the Journey to the 
North by Muchen Daomin), Zhongguo shehui kexue 1t1 2009/3, pp. 186-203, 

208. 

See Zhang Xianqing 5!0c~rtL "Kangxi sanshiyi nian rongjiao zhaoling chutan" 
i:4:.1¥~!x:if{ 4-1<JJ1* (A Preliminary Discussion of the Edict of Toleration in the Thirty-first 
Year of the Kangxi Reign in the Qing Dynasty), Lishi yanjiu f)j Y:1Vf'fE 2006/5, pp. 72-87; 
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Even if you pacify the Hui people and then impede their religious practice, 
would it be possible to convert them to Buddhism, and have them bow and 
pray before the lamas? Now that the empire is at peace, make things run the 
way they are. Forcing them to assimilate is definitely not practical. 5 

Yongzheng himself openly referred to his father's tolerant and laissez-faire atti
tude towards the missionaries and other religious experts, as we read in a 1729 
edict. While purposely playing down the status of missionaries and other reli
gious figures as "mere craftsmen and people with assorted skills" - probably 
more his opinion than his father's - Yongzheng seemed to imply that his prede
cessor might have been too lax with the foreign priests and other religious types: 

The Kangxi Emperor l's attitude] was profound and inclusive, and he was ex
tremely generous, and there was nothing that he did not tolerate, supporting 
many lamas, Westerners, as well as Buddhists and Daoists. He regarded them 
all as no more than craftsmen and people with assorted skills. 6 

Unlike his father and in line with his autocratic tendencies, in the realm of reli
gion Yongzheng was one of the most interventionist among early Qing emperors, 
chastising his officials when they unduly interfered with religious activities he 
deemed legitimate, but also promoting or attacking religious leaders he liked or 
disliked. He engaged in personal religious cultivation with a circle of close offi
cials and Chan masters, and by the end of his reign, he embarked on an attempt 
to unify Chinese religions. He systematically promoted the idea of the unity of the 
Three Teachings (Confucianism, Buddhism, and Daoism), especially through the 
publication of the Yuxuan yulu 1~1l~MH!fe (Imperially Selected Sayings) in 1733, a 
collection of texts of the Three Teachings composed with the help of fifteen of 
the most trusted imperial princes and advisors. He also started a census of Bud-

Thierry Meynard (Mei Qianli "Qingchu de Manren, Hanren he Xifangren: 1692 
nian rongjiao zhaoling he wenhua duoyuanhua" 1(HJJ(!%JJJA, '/X.A;frJ1Jl:jjj A-1692 

~ ;f[] ;,( 1t $ ;dt (Manchus, Hans and Westerners in Early Qing. The Edict of Tolera
tion of 1692 and Cultural Pluralism), Shenzhou Jiaoliu f~l fl'I j(/frE - Chinese Cross Cur
rents, 6 (2009) 2, pp. 104-113; Nicolas Standaert, "The 'Edict of Tolerance'. A Textual 
History and Reading," in: Artur K. Wardega - Antonio Vasconcelos de Saldanha (eds.), In 
the Light and Shadow of an Emperor: Tomas Pereira, SI (1645-1708), the Kangxi Emper
or and the Jesuit Mission in China (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 
2012), pp. 308-358. 

See Shengzu Ren huangdi shengxun Juan 60 (1731) as quoted in Tristan 
G. Brown, "Towards an Understanding of Qianlong's Conception of Islam. A Study of the 
Dedication Inscriptions of the Fragrant Concubine's Mosque in the Imperial Capital," 
Zhongguo wenhua yanjiusuo xuebao 1 ! 1 !2~X1{Jijfl'Wr,r}1:'{:!Z (Journal of Chinese Studies) 53 
(2011), p. 139. 

Shizong Xian huangdi shangyu neige ;i'(i l'.ti!Jtr fAJ f~j (Grand Secretariat's Imperial 
Edicts of the Yongzheng Reign), Yunlu ftHt ed., Juan 76, pp. 3a-b, edict of January 9, 
1729 (YZ 6112/10), as quoted in Standaert, "The 'Edict of Tolerance'," p. 354: 1~Htl1. 

'".>-['"1"''"'"·· ,~\r;f~r >f~W, ~111\!JiuU/ff ff1:j'I'(: A DJ.& 11~1 iiff'.'~i)~j~J:i, fil to 
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dhist and Daoist monks in 1735 in an attempt to control their numbers and im
pose uniform discipline. 7 

His attitude to non-institutional religions and heterodox religious groups, how
ever, was utterly negative, and he openly decried them as dangerous to social 
stability and political control. This condemnation fit within an agenda of general 
reform that extended to government procedures, economic policies, popular cus
toms and morals. Scholars have dubbed this reform agenda the imperial "civiliz
ing mission" of the High Qing period, an effort that encompassed the reigns of 
both Yongzheng and his son Qianlong. Based on the long-standing Confucian 
idea of jiaohua '1Ht (transformation of customs through education) or jiaoyang 
1:k:ff (teaching and cultivation of the people), the Qing civilizing mission entailed 
the chastisement, regulation, and transformation of the values and practices of the 
people, to make them loyal imperial subjects. 8 

1723-1724: Shifting the Course 

The exigencies of state-building required the continued presence of missionary 
technicians and scientists in Beijing. Moreover, banning them tout court would 
have looked unfilial, - being a complete reversal of Kangxi's policies. Yet, the 
emperor wanted to rid himself of the remaining vestiges of factional politics and 
patronage of the late Kangxi era, as well as implement his "civilizing" agenda. 
Yongzheng decided to let others do some of the dirty work. The emperor knew 
well that some Han Chinese literati and officials had opposed Christianity in Chi
na for a long time, but had been unable to act due to his father's patronage of the 

See the succinct summary of Yongzheng's attitude to the "Three Teachings" and Christi
anity in Pei Huang [Huang Pei 'W .hi'f], Autocracy at Work. A Study of the Yung-Cheng 
Period, 1723-1735 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1974), pp. 43-50; on his atti
tude towards the missionaries and foreign powers, and the relevant political context, see 
Zhuang Jifa "Qing Shizong jin jiao kao" (An Examination of the 
Anti-Religious Campaign of the Yongzheng Emperor), Dongfang zazhi 31~ 71 *Ii: 62 
(1981), pp. 26-36, and Feng Erkang Mt, Yongzheng zhuan ~L1H~~ (Biography of 
Yongzheng) (Taibei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan 2014; original edition Beijing, Beijing: 
Renmin chubanshe, 1985), pp. 415-418; on Yongzheng's Chan practice and his policies 
towards Chan Buddhism, see Jiang Wu, Enlightenment in Di!ipute. The Reinvention of 
Chan Buddhism in Seventeenth-century China (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 
eh. 7, "The Y ongzheng Emperor and Imperial Intervention"; on the personal Buddhist 
network of Yongzheng as a prince and emperor, see Barend J. ter Haar, "Yongzheng and 
His Buddhist Abbots," in: The People and the Dao. New Studies in Chinese Religions in 
Honour of Daniel L. Overmyer, ed. Philip Clart and Paul Crowe (Institut Monumenta 
Serica, Sankt Augustin; Nettetal: Steyler Verlag, 2009), pp. 435-480; on the census of 
monks initiated under Yongzheng and completed under Qianlong, see Vincent Goossaert, 
"Counting the Monks. The 1736-1739 Census of the Chinese Clergy," Late Imperial Chi
na 21 (2000) 2, pp. 40-85. 

On the Qing "civilizing mission," see Janet M. Theiss, Disgraceful Matters. The Politics of 
Chastity in Eighteenth-century China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004), pp. 
35-37. 
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missionaries. It was time to let them enact their plan, as it accorded with the new 
political climate, while giving the impression that he, as emperor, .was r~ining in 
his more hawkish officials and remaining magnanimous towards his foreign sub
jects. Yonzheng allowed the muffled opposition to Christia~ity .brewing during 
the Kangxi period to finally explode into a full-fledged campaign m 1 ?~3_-1724. 

The neo-Confucian stalwart scholar-official Zhang Boxing 11l~ fH 1T (1652-
1725), who had denounced the corrupting customs of Christians in _Fuji~n prov
ince over a decade earlier, was named president of the Board of Rites m 1723, 
and thanks to his efforts anti-Christian policy recommendations reached the new 
emperor. Concurrently, another official who had att~mp_ted to forbid Christi~nity 
as governor of Zhejiang in 1691, Zhang Penghe 1}WJJ]r.]tr'iij (1649-1725), received 
the honorary title of Grand Tutor of the Heir Apparent and was named a grand 
secretary in January and March 1723, respectively. Zhang. ~en~he. apparently 
presented three memorials, asking for the proscription of Chnstiamty m th~ pr?v
inces and the continuation of the mission only in Beijing, where the foreign 

priests could be useful. 
9 

. . . 

The lower officials in the Board of Rites also presented several ant1-Chnstlan 
memorials in the first year of the new emperor's reign. A Manchu official in the 
Ministry of Rites presented a Manchu language memorial on Mar~h 16, 172~ t.o 
the emperor, spelling out in detail what would become the new pohcy on Chnst1-
anity. The document identified two main "heterodox and treasono~s a~ts" of th.e 
Christians, i.e., the neglect of ancestors and family, and the orgamzat1on of reh
gious networks outside government control: 

[Commoners and prominent people alike] who join these teachings completely 
neglect their parents, brothers, wives, and daughters, and respec~ only the 
Lord of Heaven. In great numbers they are given printed symbols of the Lord 
of Heaven to paste on their doors, and this is truly a treasonous and heterodox 
act of great gravity. Without any previous relationship, and without an appar
ent reason, they distribute money to people, trapping their minds, and they 
certainly must have some [secretJ intention. If we do not forbid lthose teach
ings], they will spread everywhere. 

The official then proceeded to outline the rationale for keeping some court mis
sionaries in Beijing as technicians - the "state-building" argument - but also 
suggested very close monitoring of their activities and contacts in the capital: 

Now, in the compilation offices for the imperial calendar, we still need these 
[Western} people, and thus they should be allowed to continue their service. 
However, with the exclusion of their servants and cooks, no Manchu, Mongol, 
Chinese bannermen (Hanjun or Chinese, also including the bondservants 
(baoyi H;&) and slaves, should be allowed to come and go [from and to their 
quarters J. Officials and soldiers should be sent to the places where the West-

I discussed these materials in my Ancestors, Virgins, and Friars. Christianity as a Local 
Religion in Late Imperial China, Harvard-Yenching Institute Mo~ogr~ph Series, 69 (Cam
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center and Harvard Umvers1ty Press, 2009), pp. 

118-121. 
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erners live in the capital to exert surveillance over them, and in the provinces 
local military and civil officials should be given orders to enforce the lfullJ 
prohibition. '0 
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Christian activities were here understood as related to the larger issues of border 
defense and ritual propriety. State concerns for military security and the imperial 
"civilizing mission" framed the outlawing of Christianity, and the recommenda
tion of the Board of Rites left no doubt that military and civil officials in the 
provinces had to act swiftly. At the same time, state-building needs remained 
paramount: the Qing still needed Westerners at the Astronomical Directorate and 
in other functions. This memorial set in motion an empire-wide anti-Christian 
campaign of the sort not seen since the 1660s. The campaign, prepared by the 
maneuvering in Beijing, was kick-started by an investigation of the Dominican 
mission in Fu'an, northeastern Fujian, and extended by early 1724 to the entire 
country, with the issuance on January 12, 1724 of an official order of expulsion 
for all foreign priests residing in the provinces. I I 

However, ministerial recommendations and provincial investigations were 
hardly the motor of the campaign; the Yongzheng Emperor himself was. As a 
prince he had witnessed the quarrels of the Chinese Rites and his father's loss of 
trust in the Jesuits and the Church. Catholicism also reeked of political treason to 
him. The final years of the Kangxi reign had been beset by factional struggles for 
the accession to the throne, and the Portuguese court Jesuit Joao Mourao (Mu 
Jingyuan t~if&m, 1681-1726) had sided with one of Yongzheng's brothers, earn
ing the enmity of the future emperor and eventual execution by strangulation. 
Finally, among the allies of Y ongzheng' s competitors for the throne were high
ranking Christian members of the family of Sunu, a member of the imperial clan. 
For the emperor the conversion of Sunu's sons represented the epitome of cultur
al and political treason and a betrayal of their own Manchu identity. Secret me
morials denouncing the conversion of bannermen in the capital in 1723 probably 
only deepened Yongzheng's anxieties for the integrity of Manchu ways. In sum, 
by January 1724 a coordinated attack masterminded by the emperor himself was 
being unleashed on the mission. I2 

10 Zhongguo di yi lishi dang'anguan 1j 1 (ed.), Yongzheng chao Manwen 
zhupi zouzhe quan yi ~1Cil:~mi1~LY.:~dtt:1Hfr~ ~Yo (A Complete Translation of the Manchu 
Language Secret Memorials with Vermilion Endorsements of the Y ongzheng Period) (He
fei: Huangshan shushe, 1998), vol. 1, doc. 59, pp. 30-31 (hereafter: IZM). All emphases 
in quotations are mine. 

11 For details and further literature, see Menegon, Ancestors, Virgins, and Friars, pp. 116-123. 
12 On policies toward Christianity at the time of Yongzheng's accession, see Eugenio 

Menegon, "Surniamae Tragoedia. Religious and Political Martyrdom in the Yongzheng 
Period," Symposium on the History of Christianity in China, Hong Kong Baptist Universi
ty, 1996, unpublished; see also HCC 1, p. 521; Pierre-Emmanuel Roux, "La trinite anti
chretienne: essai sur la proscription du Catholicisme en Chine, en Coree et au Japon 
(XVIIe-XIXe siecles)," Doctorat nouveau regime, Histoire et civilisations, Ecole des 
Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris, 2013, chapt. 1, "La proscription du Catholi
cisme au XVIIIe siecle: logiques et incoherences d'une repression," pp. 57-71. On Joao 
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The Shengyu guangxun (1724) 

The publication on February 25, 1724 of the Shengyu guangxun, only 14 months 
after Yongzheng had ascended the throne, was arguably one of the most conse
quential public pronouncements against Christianity in China. This document 
shows how seriously the new ruler took his civilizing mission, and how repres
sion of Christianity was part of it. Soldiers (bing J~) and commoners (min [() 

were the explicit audience of the document, and the fight against heterodox 
groups featured prominently. 13 The seventh maxim of the Sacred Edict, initially 
issued by Kangxi, dealt with the suppression of heterodox teachings. Expanding 
on the seven-character pithy sentence of the original version ("Extirpate heresy to 
exalt orthodoxy" chu yiduan yi chong zhengxue ~HJ)"i~fifffi !JJ~j~ 1H}~), Yongzheng's 
text expounded at length on the nature of acceptable Buddhist and Daoist ideas 
and practices, while excoriating the activities of deviant members in those tradi
tions. Then it pointed the finger at some specific heterodox groups, corrupt off
shoots of Buddhism and Daoism, declaring them particularly dangerous: 

Afterwards, however, there arose a class of wanderers, who, void of any 
source of dependence, stole the names of these teachings [Fo and dao], but 
corrupted their principles. L ... J They are seized according to law - their inno
cent neighbors injured - their own families involved - and the chief of their 
cabal punished with extreme rigor. What they vainly thought would prove the 
source of their felicity becomes the spring of their misery. So it was with the 
White Lotus and Smelling Incense Teachings, which may serve as a lesson to 
all. 14 

Mourao, see Pasquale D'Elia, ll lontano confino e la tragica morte del P. Joao Mourao 
S.I., missionario in Cina ( 1681-1726) nella storia e nella leggenda, secondo documenti in 
gran parte inediti (Lisboa: Agencia-Geral do Ultramar, 1963). On Sunu and his sons, see, 
e.g., John Witek, "Manchu Christians at the Court of Peking in Early Eighteenth-Century 
China," in: Edward Malatesta Yves Raguin (eds.), Actes du Ve Colloque International de 
Sinologie de Chantil~v. 15-18 Septembre 1986. Succes et echecs de la rencontre Chine et 
Occident du XVIe au XXe siecle (Paris - San Francisco Taibei: Ricci Institute, 1993), pp. 
265-279; and Menegon, "Surniamae Tragoedia." For Manchu language memorials (in 
Chinese translation) on conversions in the capital, see lZM, vol. 1, doc. 59, pp. 30-31; 
doc. 627, p. 334; doc. 875, p. 488. 

13 
See Victor Mair, "Language and Ideology in the Sacred Edict," in: Andrew J. Nathan -
David G. Johnson - Evelyn Sakakida Rawski (eds.), Popular Culture in Late Imperial Chi
na (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), pp. 325-359; Lei Weiping 'ff., 
'"Shengyu guangxun' chuanbo yanjiu" (( ¥::rilut·i)li)) fHt!HiW/'L, M.A. thesis in Studies of 
Chinese Traditional Materials, Huadong Normal University, Shanghai, 2007. 

14 
The text continues: "To walk in these by-roads (zuodao heterodoxy) and deceive the 
people is what the law will not excuse. The evil arts of wizards/mediums (shi wu xieshu f'lili 
"l~~MH) have also a determined punishment. The intention of government in enacting these 
laws was none other than to prohibit the people from doing evil, and encourage them to do 
good {j}~L\J':~ II:, to induce them to degrade the corrupt (xie ~=/)), and honor 
the correct (zheng 1E); to retire from danger, and be in peace" , H11ii-h 
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The naming of certain condemned traditions may not have been casual at the 
time, as they probably occupied the mind of the emperor and his close advisors in 
the inner circle of power that would become the Grand Council, and in the Board 
of Rites in Beijing. Besides the stock mention of the all-catching category of 
Bailianjiao (~1J]E~~ (White Lotus Teachings), the text referred to the Wenxiang
jiao lil:JW:fft (Smelling Incense Teachings) group, i.e., the Dachengjiao AJ~1:k 
(Great Vehicle Teachings), first established by Wang Sen _-:E~ (1542-1619) in 
the Ming, and popular in northern China (Zhili) and in the border regions near 
h . I J'i t e capita . -

Within this repressive context, the Western Ocean Teachings (Xiyangjiao tli:j 1¥ 
qJ:), i.e., Catholicism, however, were also expressly mentioned for the first time 
in the Sacred Edict, a real novelty in such a public document. The Shengyu 
guangxun continued: 

So also it was with the Teachings of the Western Ocean which honor the Lord 
of Heaven (Tianzhu), which equally rank among those that are non-canonical 
(bu jing ;r--:r,\~l~); but because these men [i.e., missionaries] understand mathe
matics, therefore government employs them: of this you ought to be aware. 16 

Yongzheng explicitly added the name of Catholicism to his very short list of ex
emplary forbidden groups in the new widely circulated Shengyu guangxun, mak
ing the tiny foreign Catholic religion known to every villager in the empire, even 
to those who had never heard of it, or met any Catholic missionary or convert. 
There is no doubt that Y ongzheng' s personal experience with Christianity mat
tered. Unlike in the case of the White Lotus tradition or Wenxiang groups, 
Yongzheng had first-hand knowledge of the basic contents of the Catholic faith, 

31/\ Us , Jf) if ',y; !FU o 

Shengyu guangxun, p. 19a, modified translation based on Milne, The Sacred Edict, p. 72. 
15 This listing of groups echoed a 1660 anti-heterodoxy document naming Wuwei Jftf< t?~, 

Bailian and Wenxiang and a 1673 edict by Kangxi adding the Dachengjiao as well. The 
Shengyu guangxun may have simply lifted the old names from these precedents, but I 
would not exclude that the reference to Wenxiang had also contemporary value. This group 
was active among soldiers and commoners in Beijing and Shandong in the 1720- l 730s, and 
it is likely that officials and officers informed Yongzheng of the group's influence among 
the populace and the army surrounding the palace. In 1732, for example, after the issuance 
of the Shengyu guangxun, investigations were conducted in Shifokou 1::i1.jg /l in Shandong, 
the center of Wang Seng's tradition, where one of his descendants was still active; see Ma 
Xisha _1cb17tjt11J; and Han Bingfang , Zhongguo minjian zongjiao shi r:l1[~ ~1Y1J7}~q!nl: 
(A History of Chinese Folk Religions) (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin chubanshe, 1992), pp. 
592-594; Hubert Seiwert in collaboration with Ma Xisha, Popular Religious Movements 
and Heterodox Sects in Chinese History (Leiden: Brill, 2003), pp. 399, 458; cf. also 
Barend J. ter Haar, "The Non-Action Teachings and Christianity: Confusion and Similari
ties," in: Philip Clart (ed.), Chinese and European Perspectives on the Study of Chinese 
Popular Religions (Taibei: Boyang Publishing, 2012), pp. 295-328. 

16 flu ( 1 !JJ\ !1¥3/F ~'£ o /tl M: 
[ii'.x]'~-UfL(::.o ill. Shengyu guangxun, p. 19a, and Milne, The Sacred Edict, p. 

72. 
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and specific political reasons to find it objectionable, as confirmed by his person
al involvement in the 1724 nation-wide anti-Christian campaign. I will expand on 
Yongzheng's political reasons to forbid Christianity later. The emperor also be
lieved in the fundamental unity of religions, and their equivalency in terms of 
moral tenets. This might account for the relatively neutral adjective used to char
acterize Christianity at this juncture, reminiscent of the indifferent attitude of 
Kangxi: Yongzheng's Shengyu guangxun simply define Christianity as "non
canonical" (bu jing), rather than "evil/heterodox" (xie *f5), which would indicate 
a higher degree of danger for society and the state. 17 

Yongzheng's "Christian policy" further evolved in the following years, and in 
the coming pages I will trace this evolution in published and unpublished reports 
that detail the proceedings of several imperial audiences with the court missionar
ies. While sketching the specific historical circumstances of each audience based 
on these documents, I will highlight the recurrence of the three contexts I listed 
above (state-building; legitimacy and filiality; religious policy). This wil1 show 
that, in spite of adjustments, a red thread connected and sustained the imperial 
policy towards Christianity from 1723 to 1735, the year of Yongzheng's death. 18 

1724 Audiences (July 1 and November 8) 

On July 1, 1724, in the midst of that year's unprecedented empire-wide anti
Christian campaign, the missionaries obtained their first audience with the new 
emperor. What transpired during that meeting reveals the motivations and reason
ing of Yongzheng in implementing his policies. That day the court missionaries 
presented a request for mercy for their confreres expelled from the provinces, 
asking that they be concentrated in Canton rather than Macao to await repatria
tion. They opened the memorial with a subtle reference to precedent, hinting that 
Y ongzheng' s predecessors since the Ming dynasty had been tolerant of their 
presence, and that Christian doctrines were not heterodox: 

We your subjects have come by sea to the east for almost two hundred years 
since Matteo Ricci's time. We are grateful that your Holy Dynasty has been 
treating us leniently and not as foreigners, so that we have considered China 
our home. We respect the laws and engage in cultivation, and our principles 
are not heterodox. 19 

17 On the attitude of literati and the Chinese state to Christianity as heterodoxy, including 
Kangxi's opinion of the "indifferent" role of Christianity in China, see Ad Dudink's essay 
on opponents to Christianity in HCC 1, pp. 503-533; cf. also ter Haar, "The Non-Action 
Teachings and Christianity." 

18 A still valuable narrative on the vicissitudes of the Beijing mission in the Y ongzheng peri
od, based on the letters of Antoine Gaubil SJ, is Josef Brucker, "La Mission de Chine de 
1722 a 1735. Quelques pages de l 'histoire des missionnaires franpis a Peking au XVIlle 
siecle d'apres des documents inectits," Revue des questions historiques 29 (1881), pp. 491-
532. 

19 ~~ ;f!JH!1 
1rt, Jjj:[ The missionaries' Chinese original memorial with the imperial vermilion 
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Prince Yinxiang Jnltl (1686-1730), the missionaries' "prince protector," known 
in missionary sources as the 13th "Regulo" (i.e., the thirteenth son of Kangxi), 
had suggested this pithy statement and adjusted the tenor of the entire memorial. 
Prince Yinlu mL;t$ (1695-1767), the 16th Regulo, had finally placed the corrected 
memorial into the hands of the emperor, and this somewhat irregular procedure 
produced the desired effect: while the petitioners were waiting outside the pal
ace's gates, the emperor issued an immediate response, penning a vermilion re
script directly on the request, which still exists in the original (see the figure on 
p. 431). The memorial was shown to the senders outside the gate, stating in clear 
terms the personal imperial political position on Christianity: 

After ascending the throne, all my policies have respected the precedents 
(xianzhang jiudian ~*~·) set by [my father] Emperor Shengzu [in order] 
to bring advantages to the empire, while avoiding evils (yu tianxia xing li chu 
bi ~tqkFE"UIJl~AZ~r). Now, regarding my order to have you removed to Ma
cao, it is all due to the fact that some Westerners residing in Fujian have 
stirred trouble locally. I took these measures following the requests of my 
high-ranking officials in charge of frontiers, as well as the memorials prepared 
at the court. Policy is a matter of public concern (zheng zhe, gong shi ye JI&~·, 
0~H:t2i). Could I possibly show private Javor and mercy (si enhui :tL\J&l~) to 
you [missionaries] and discard the opinion of the national government (guojia 
zhi yulun [9~rnc~:'.'..Jl!Uii!l-)? Now you are earnestly begging [for mercy]. I can on
ly issue an edict to the Governor of Guangdong so that he temporarily suspend 
[the previous orders], while I order local high officials to discuss the matter 
with attention and deliberate again. 20 

The emperor at first appeared to affirm his legitimacy as dutiful son and mon
arch, and implicitly endorse the policies of his father. In fact, he was subtly hint
ing that the missionaries' mention of imperial precedents was inappropriate: in 
his view, his father's private imperial patronage of the missionaries did not re
flect the interests of the state, nor amounted to a coherent religious policy. By 

rescript quoted here is reproduced in Zhongguo di yi lishi dang'anguan 1!1 

f!f\ (ed.), Qing zhong qianqi Xiyang Tianzhujiao zai Hua huodong dang'an shiliao 1(.frl 1 !1u· 
)l:;t.:j. (Historical Materials on the Activities of Catholicism in 

China in the Early Qing) (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2003), vol. 1, doc. 43, pp. 58-59 (he-
reafter QTS); cf. also Zhongguo di yi lishi dang'anguan 1t1 ·lif 1*-:fifi~f!H (ed.), Yong-
zheng chao Hanwen zhupi zauzhe huibian ~ff~ 1F1fljjjtfi (A Compilation of 
Chinese Language Vermilion Rescripted Memorials from the Court of the Y ongzheng Em
peror) (Nanjing: Jiangsu guji chubanshe, 1989), vol. 3, doc. 22, pp. 26-27 (hereafter: 
fZH); a copy also in the Roman Archives of the Society of Jesus, ARSI, Jap. Sin. 179, ff. 
303r-v, without rescript and with a relevant imperial edict instead; cf. D'Elia, Il lontano 
confino, photograph 9. 

20 flX: fl ~p N~ !j * , 9"~ ;f!J 1s~ Pff. o /;> /~ ~~J /.Ii H~ 1t 1~ 11 rJ 

?1f LI 1 ~M Yi! u' 11 J,r;· rTti 1'r A fr. ±fu JI 1t 0 if)/: 

~) tl J&}, ,ti~ 
This imperial vermilion rescript is repro

duced in QTS, vol. 1, doc. 43, p. 59; and Y2H, vol. 3, doc. 22, p. 27. 
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using the Confucian dyad "public/private" (gong 1-~ I si :fL\) to justify himself, 
Y ongzheng stated that public opinion and interest trumped "private favor and 
mercy," while also "blaming" the missionaries' expulsion on his high officials. 
How could he go against his bureaucrats' opinion? Obviously, Y ongzheng was 
being disingenuous. Of course he could! Here he was using the rhetoric of the 
dutiful Confucian monarch to exonerate himself from possible charges of lack of 
filiality, political partiality, and arbitrariness, while skillfully depicting himself as 
less hawkish than his officials. 

Pleased by the appropriate remarks of gratitude that French Jesuit Dominique 
Parennin pronounced at the gates of the palace upon receiving the rescript, 
Y ongzheng decided to admit the postulants into his presence at once. Then he 
launched into a fifteen-minute speech, later summarized by Parennin (who ob
served that the discourse seemed to have been prepared in advance). 21 In it the 
monarch further elaborated his ideas, and actually orally revealed his specific 
views on Christianity and religion: 

You say that your law is not a false law (fei zuodao j~:j,~,IJJ:). I believe you. If 
I thought that it was false, what would have kept me from destroying your 
churches and expelling you from the empire? False laws are those, which, un
der the pretext of teaching virtue, fan the spirit of revolt, as that of the Bailian 
(White Lotus) teaching does. 

Here Yongzheng admitted that Catholicism was not comparable to rebellious 
heterodox sects, thus implying that retaining the missionaries at court was possi
ble as long as they behaved properly. Nevertheless, he proceeded to highlight the 
security threat of Christianity as a possible conquest vanguard: 

What would you say if I were to send a troop of bonzes and lamas into your 
country in order to preach their doctrines? How would you receive them? Li 
Madou ;f!JJM/ff [Matteo Ricci] came to China in the first year of Wanli. 22 I will 

21 The emperor pronounced his speech in front of the Jesuits Ignaz Kogler, Dominique 
Parennin, and Joachim Bouvet. The three missionaries, coordinated by Parennin, made a 
transcript of the speech from memory immediately after the audience, following the em
peror's order to report his words to all their confreres. The French version can be found in 
M. Louis Aime-Martin (ed.), Lettres ed(fiantes et curieuses concernant l'Asie. l'Afrique et 
l'Amerique, avec quelques relations nouvelles des missions, et des notes geographiques et 
historiques (Paris: Paul Daffis Libraire-Editeur, 1875-1877; hereafter: LEC), vol. 3, pp. 
363-64; see also two manuscript copies of a Latin version in ARSI, Jap. Sin. 179, ff. 385r-
387r; and one manuscript French version, dated July 8, 1724, sent by Parennin with some 
additional context to the Vice-Procurator of Propaganda Fide in Beijing, the Discalced 
Carmelite Rinaldo Romei, in Archivio Storico della Congregazione per l'Evangelizzazione 
dei Popoli o 'de Propaganda Fide', Scritture Originali delta Congregazione Particolare 
dell'lndie Orientali e Cina (hereafter: APF, SOCP), vol. 31 (1723-1725), ff. 175-177r. 
For a translation in English of the published French version, which I followed here, see 
Jocelyn Marinescu, "Defending Christianity in China. The Jesuit Defense of Christianity in 
the Lettres edifiantes et curieuses and Ruijianlu in relation to the Y ongzheng Proscription 
of 1724," Ph.D. diss., Kansas State University, 2008, pp. 295-299 (apparently based on 
Demetrius Charles Boulger, A Short History of China [London: Allen, 1893], p. 156). 

22 This is imprecise, as Ricci arrived in China in 1582, not in 1573, the first year of Wanli. 
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not discuss what the Chinese did at that time. I am not responsible for that. 
Then you were very few in numbers, and it almost did not matter. You did not 
have your people and your churches in all the provinces. It was only under the 
reign of my father that you began to build churches everywhere and your doc
trines started to spread rapidly in the empire. We then saw this, and we dared 
say nothing on the subject. But if you knew how to deceive my father, don't 
expect that you can deceive me in the same way. 23 
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Here he not only played down the importance of the Ming precedent ("I am not 
responsible for that"), but also openly criticized his own father for his tolerance 
towards the missionaries ("you knew how to deceive my father"), suggesting that 
already as a prince he had started doubting Kangxi's wisdom. The next pro
nouncement showed his knowledge of the proselytizing spirit of Christianity, and 
of the linkage between Christian religion and political subjection, a fact particu
larly evident in the Iberian colonial context (such as the nearby Philippines), and 
certainly known to the emperor through his intelligence: 

You wish to make the Chinese Christians, and this is what your law demands. 
I know this very well. But in this case what would become of us? Should we 
not soon become merely the subjects of your kings? The converts you have 
made already recognize nobody but you, and in a time of trouble, they would 
listen to no other voice than yours. I know that at present we have nothing to 
fear, but when foreign ships start coming in their thousands and tens of thou-
sands, then it may be that some serious disorders will arise. 

This reference to "foreign ships ... coming in their thousands and tens of thou
sands" was a prophetic statement, in light of the history of China in the nine
teenth century. It also dovetailed well with the final part of the speech, where the 
emperor made a veiled threat of expulsion against the court missionaries, while 
underlining that his reasons for doing so would be political and military, rather 
than ideological and religious: 

I permit you ... to reside here [in Beijing] and in Canton, as long as you give 
us no cause for complaint. But if any should arise, I will not allow you to re
main either here or at Canton. I will have none of you in the provinces. [ ... J 
Do not imagine, in conclusion, that I have anything against you or that I wish 
to oppress you. You know the manner in which I treated you when I was only a 
prince. [ ... J 
What I do now, I do in my role as emperor. My only concern is to rule the 
empire well, and to that end, I apply myself from morning to evening. I do not 
see even my children or the empress, but only those who are charged in the 
public administration. This will continue as long as the time of mourning, 
which lasts three years. After this, I will, perhaps, be able to see you more of
ten. 

23 This passage was famously and approvingly quoted as a display of Yongzheng's enlight
ened rule in Voltaire's Lettres chinoises, indiennes et tartares; see Les Oeuvres completes 
de Voltaire, 1775-1776, vol. 77B, ed. Nicholas Cronk (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 
2014), p. 158. 
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In these last sentences, Yongzheng depicted himself as a statesman completely 
absorbed by the duties of governance, almost a victim under the burdens of rul
ership, and preoccupied with the future of the empire's boundaries, not with 
ideological conformity at all costs. He also let the missionaries know that he 
would be seeing more of them in the future, after the mourning period. 

In conclusion, this audience communicated to the missionaries, and indirectly 
to the European public, that the emperor and his governors cared for oceanic 
borders and foreign presence in Macao and other ports, and feared that mission
aries and their converts could become a potential foreign fifth column within the 
Qing domains. The issue was not their religion, at least in Yongzheng's personal 
view: "You say that your law is not a false law. I believe you"; and again "Do 
not imagine, in conclusion, that I have anything against you or that I wish to 
oppress you. [ ... ]What I do now, I do in my role as emperor." The 1724 audi
ence was a rare moment of imperial candor: for the first time, missionaries heard 
a clear, articulate imperial opinion on the prohibition of Christianity as political 
threat, literally face to face. This speech was also, however, a true feat in politi
cal maneuvering, representing the emperor as bound by duty and moral obliga
tions to prohibit Christianity, but also inherently benevolent towards the foreign
ers as "men from afar." He was not the bad guy. 

Yongzheng reiterated and elaborated the same themes in another short audi
ence held on November 8, 1724. Two members of the Propaganda mission, the 
lay surgeon Dionisio Gagliardi and the priest Nicolo Tomacelli (Chierico 
Regolare Minore), who had reached Beijing with the papal legate Carlo Am
brogio Mezzabarba in 1720, petitioned to return to Italy. The emperor asked to 
see them for a farewell audience, well aware that doing so, and bestowing gifts 
on them, would be a good public relation stunt, since, as he put it, the matter 
"pertains to my honor" (interest honoris mei). After some pleasantries, and to
wards the end of this fifteen-minute interview, he abruptly returned to the theme 
of religion. He first offered the example of Muslims in China, a peaceful and 
integrated group that he refused to persecute, even at the insistence of his offi
cials: 

Among the sects to be prohibited they proposed to me the religion of the 
Muhammedans, so that I would proscribe it. But I replied that the accusers do 
not consider in fact that the Muhammedans never provoke any disturbance, 
they propagandize their sect only among their own descendants, and do not 
oblige anybody to follow it, they accommodate themselves to the customs of 
the empire, do not offer any cause for accusations, and do not impede the cult 
and the doctrine of Confucius. 24 

24 See "Relatio eorum quae successere circa petitam & obtentam abeundi licentiam pro 
duobus missionarijs S. Congregationis de Propaganda in Urbem revocatis e Sina anno 
1724," ARSI, Fondo Gesuitico, 722.2, f. 74v. Yongzheng's tolerant attitude towards Islam 
is reflected in several edicts from the period 1724-1730; see Donald Leslie, Islam in Tradi
tional China. A Short History to 1800 (Belconnen, A.C.T.: Canberra College of Advanced 
Education, 1986), pp. 123-124. 
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He then proceeded to incriminate Christianity for its opposition to Confucian and 
ancestral rites: 

I know very little about what was done by us under my Father the Emperor 
[regarding you Christians. But] I recall having already said as much when I 
saw you most recently Lon July 1]. Your law is not a peaceful one: the literati 
agitate against it, because you attack their doctrine. Since now I rule the em
pire, I have the duty to be mindful of their laws, as much as required by rea
son. I perceive nevertheless that they have reasons to complain about you. I 
myself, who am Manchu, according to you should abandon the cult of the an
cestors, something I do not want to do at all. Actually, if we all were to em
brace the European religion as you desire, it would happen to us what happens 
to the Muscovites, who are even forced to shave their beards. 25 

Then he introduced an idea that would become a refrain in following audiences, 
i.e., that the Christian God (Tianzhu) was simply one divine manifestation among 
many, including the Buddha and the Jade Emperor: "I do not deny, and grant 
[the existence] of your Tianzhu, but I say that he is the same thing as the Buddha 
or the Jade Emperor, just under a different name." In the same breadth he con
cluded with a political point, about the subordination of the clergy to political 
authorities: "You do not absolutely wish to be regarded as Buddhist monks. 
However, the empire cannot be controlled by Buddhist monks and lamas, and 
thus your issue is no less difficult. It is appropriate to proceed slowly, gently and 
cautiously. "26 This statement advanced a theological point about the unity of the 
divine and of religions, while also stating the absolute supremacy of the state 
over any organization. It was yet another piece of Yongzheng's attitude towards 
religions, and it became in fact more prominet in the coming years. 

1725 Audiences (October 24 and November 18) 

A confirmation that the imperial opinions voiced in 1724 remained consistent 
over time can be found in the records of two audiences in 1725. On the arrival of 
two Discalced Carmelites bringing a papal letter of congratulations for the new 
emperor, an occurrence coinciding with the end of the mourning period for the 

25 See "Relatio," ARSI, Fondo Gesuitico, 722.2, f. 74v. This mention of the Muscovites 
might be a reference to the order given by Peter the Great in 1698 to his boyars to shave 
their beards off, followed by a 1705 edict fining elites still sporting beards. Here Yong
zheng seems to attribute this policy to Catholicism, rather than to the czar's modernizing 
agenda, inspired by his tour of Western Europe in the 1690s. Perhaps, he is simply using 
the example to show the impact of ideological change over society. 

26 "Relatio," ARSI, Fondo Gesuitico, 722.2, f. 74v. Here the sentence "the empire cannot be 
controlled by Buddhist monks and lamas" is probably in reference to some incidents in 
1724-1725, when several Buddhist monks pretended to have been retainers of the emperor 
when he was a prince, and forged texts to prove it and obtain influence. The emperor is
sued a decree to the Board of Rites, clarifying that his sympathy for Buddhism did not 
mean that monks were his political advisors; see Mark McNicholas, Forgery and Imper
sonation in Imperial China. Popular Deceptions and the High Qing State (Seattle: Univer
sity of Washington Press, 2016), p. 32. 
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death of his father Kangxi, the emperor summoned the Beijing missionaries to the 
Yuanmingyuan on October 24, 1725. The Italian Lazarist Teodorico Pedrini 
(1671-1746), court musician and rival of the Jesuits, thus summarized the ex
change: 

The emperor said that he had not called us earlier because he was in mourning, 
as he had not called any bonzes. Now we were allowed to visit him from time 
to time ... He also said that our Christian religion is good, and when there are 
evil men like Mu Jingyuan ~JlHti)(:iltt (i.e., Joao Mourao), they should not be 
considered Christians, like some lamas who were not true lamas. And here he 
mixed up all other sects, saying that all spurred people to do good. 27 

Clearly, Yongzheng was not only indifferent to Christianity as a religion, but 
actually believed it was not dissimilar from Buddhism and "all other sects." The 
emperor was indeed a proponent of the unity of the Three Teachings. To him, all 
legitimate teachings shared the goal of spurring people to do good. 

During the subsequent official audience of November 18, 1725, when the pa
pal envoys presented the papal letter and gifts, Yongzheng, perhaps with some 
irony, recognized that the Church was still active in Beijing and Canton, and that 
such a situation was permanent by his consent: 

You Europeans reside in Beijing and Canton. You proselytize in these two 
places, and I do not forbid you from doing so. I will also let you go to other 
places, but why would you want to be in all of China's provinces? ... Two or 
three here cannot even talk our language, what do they want to do in the prov
inces? ... If your teachings remain in Beijing and Canton, they will last forever, 
but not so in the provinces, where Chinese officials are going to accuse you ... 
You are not expelled, nor have I given order to destroy your churches, nor 
have I forbidden your religion. 28 

The emperor was well aware of the situation in the capital (where 14 Jesuits and 
10 papal missionaries remained, and around 6,000 Christians) and Canton (18 
Jesuit missionaries, and 34 missionaries from other orders and congregations, 

27 This was one of several audiences in 1725, mostly connected to the arrival of this small 
papal legation; only in two audiences there was any discussion of religious issues. The 
source here is a letter by Pedrini, Beijing, November 19, 1725, in APF, SOCP, vol. 32, 
(1726), ff. 476r-v. For similar accounts, see a letter by Antonie Gaubil SJ, October 27, 
1725, in: Antoine Gaubil, Correspondance de Pekin, 1722-1759, ed. Renee Simon (Gene
ve: Libraire Droz, 1970), p. 92; and a manuscript by Rinaldo Romei OCD in the Archives 
of the Discalced Carmelites in Rome (ms. 207d A and 207f B), ed. Paola Bracaglia, "Per 
una storia delle relazioni diplomatiche luso-asiatiche: l'ambasciata di due Carmelitani Scal
zi all'Imperatore Sung-Chin [sic] 1724. Documentazione Inedita," B.A. Thesis, Universita 
degli Studi della Tuscia, Viterbo, 2003 (I would like to thank Prof. Mariagrazia Russo for 
access to this thesis). The sentence "lamas who were not true lamas" is again a likely ref
erence to criminal cases of forged identity by monks in 1724-1725, see McNicholas, For
gery and Impersonation in Imperial China, pp. 30-32. 

28 APF, SOCP, vol. 32 (1726), f. 477r. 
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mostly expelled from other provinces in 1724, and around 10,000 Christians).29 

He was also receiving reports on the provinces. Here again he displayed relative 
tolerance, going so far as to promise an unlimited permission for Christianity in 
the two cities crucial for missionary logistics in China, connecting the court mis
sionaries to the maritime network of European powers. In his edict to the pope 
(November 13, 1725), transmitted on the occasion of his audience with the papal 
envoys, he publicly enounced this policy: 

As for Westerners who reside in China, We shall apply to them the principle 
that the Emperor should love ten thousand human beings as one. In other 
words, We shall always direct them to be prudent and quiet. If they really can 
carefully observe Our laws and maintain order and behave well without trans
gression, We shall extend to them Our love and clemency. 30 

This was Yongzheng's mantra, for Christians or Muslims alike: be prudent and 
quiet, and respect the laws. Given the continued activities of underground Chris
tian communities, and the presence of incognito missionaries in the provinces, it 
was only a matter of time before trouble would ensue, and precipitate further 
restrictions. 

1727 Edict and Audience (May 28 and July 21) 

In response to the 1724 prohibition of Christianity, the Portuguese Crown, main 
patron of the China Catholic missions, planned an embassy to mollify the new 
emperor. In December 1726 news reached the court that the ambassador Alexan
dre Metello Souza e Menezes ( 1687-17 66) was in Macao, asking to proceed to 
Beijing. This enterprise was organized in Lisbon at the urging of the Macao gov
ernment, which feared that prohibition of Christianity in the provinces and the 
expulsion of the missionaries would bring to an end the Portuguese presence in 
China. The fact that the Jesuit Joao Mourao, a Portuguese subject and a semi
official agent of the Crown, had been imprisoned, also preoccupied King Joao V. 
Unbeknownst to the Portuguese, in fact, by the time the embassy reached China, 
Mourao had already been executed in Xining -[§ (Qinghai) on August 24, 1726 
b . . 1 d 31 y impena or er. -

29 See Fortunato Margiotti, "De missionariorum proscriptione ex imperio sinico," in: Mar
giotti Fortunato Gaspar Han - Antolin Abad Perez (eds.), Sinica Franciscana IX. Rela
tiones et epistolas fratrum minorum Hfapanorum in Sinis qui a. 1697-1698 missionem in
gressi sunt (Madrid: apud Centrum Cardenal Cisneros, 1995), pp. lxi-cxvii; Tang Kaijian 
1i1JH.1~, "Yongzheng jiaonan qijian quzhu chuanjiaoshi zhi Guangzhou shijian shimo kao" 
~iC1E!¥!U{tJVj 1r1rntx.;@Siiz:~ L:iif')'H'~HHf;* )j (Research on Expulsion of Missionaries to 
Guangzhou during the Yongzheng Period), Qingshi yanjiu ~u)f]'l'. 2014/2, pp. 1-33. 

30 Da Qing Shizong xian huangdi shilu Juan 37, pp. 6b-7b, as transla-
ted in Fu Lo-shu, A Documentary Chronicle of Sino-Western Relations (Tucson: AAS
U niversity of Arizona Press, 1966), vol. 1, p. 144. 

31 On this embassy, see Mariagrazia Russo - Antonio de Vasconcelos de Saldanha, Em
baixada de D. Joao V de Portugal ao lmperador Yongzheng da China, 1725-1728 (Lisboa: 
Fundac;ao Oriente, 2005); and Mariagrazia Russo, A Embaixada enviada por D. Joao V ao 
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The arrival of the embassy, an imposing affair of more than one hundred peo
ple, offered Y ongzheng the occasion to make known to the world his position on 
Catholicism. In a famous edict issued on the day of the arrival of Metello in Bei
jing, May 28, 1727, which coincided with the birthday of the Buddha, the em
peror issued "his opinion" (zhen yi H)t~:), ultimately defining Catholicism as 
"heterodox" (yiduan ~1~~tffi), albeit with some qualifications. This was to be the 
final public imperial pronouncement on the topic, and as such it was published in 
the Capital Gazette (Jingbao J.}ft!X or Dibao Ltl)#cz) and distributed to the entire 
bureaucracy. 32 He first offered some context, stating that the missionaries en
gaged in religious diatribes with other religions, and that each judged the other as 
heterodox: 

Today is the birthday of the Buddha; coincidentally the ambassador from Por
tugal (literally, Xiyangguo [7tj1'(:[!&:I) presents Us a memorial of congratulation. 
These two events occur simultaneously. For this reason, We embrace the op
portunity, now that the ministers in the Court have finished the public business 
of the day, to proclaim to you Our opinion OBU;:i~). Hitherto, the Buddhists and 
the Daoists have severely attacked the Westerners' religion and the Westerners 
in turn severely attacked the errors of the Buddhists and the Daoists. They ca
lumniate each other and denounce each other's religions as heresies (!!Vllii). 
They regard their own doctrine as the only orthodoxy (zhengdao LEill), and 
other teachings as heresies. 33 

After establishing that "heresy" was not an absolute concept among religions, he 
further relativized it, using Confucius' words to establish the imperial state as the 
ultimate criteria for heterodoxy: 

[Their heresy, however,] is not what our sages called "heresy." Confucius 
said, "The study of strange doctrines (~1tfi\{rt) is harmful indeed!" [Lunyu hfnf ~IJ, 
2. 16]. Does Confucius regard the opinions of people other than himself as a 

Jmperador Yongzheng (1725-1728) atraves da documenta(;:iio do Arquivo Distrital de Braga 
(Lisboa: Centro Cientffico e Cultural de Macau, l.P. Ministerio da Ciencia, Tecnologia e 
Ensino Superior, 2007). 

32 Parennin summarizes this document within a description of the vicissitudes of the Sunu 
clan: "un ecrit adresse a tous les grands de !'empire et que la gazette a publie ... a 
!'occasion de la premiere audience qu'il donna a l'ambassadeur de Portugal." His jugde
ment of Yongzheng's words is scathing: "II est assez plaisant, dit-il, que le jour meme de 
la naissance de Foe, j'aie vu aux pieds de mon trone un ambassadeur d'Europe. II se met 
ensuite a dogmatiser; et, s 'erigeant en juge souverain de toutes Jes religions ii se moque de 
la secte de Foe, et pretend refuter certains points du christianisme." See LEC, vol. 3, p. 
436. 

33 Shizang xian huangdi shangyu neige !·.l'f(Jtr1:kJ[M:J (hereafter: Shangyu neige), juan 
56, p. 17b, in: Qinding Siku quanshu, as translated in Fu Lo-shu, A Documentary, vol. 1, 
pp. 155-157, with my corrections; a complete English version by Thomas Watters, "Dis
course on Heresy by a Chinese Emperor," The Chinese Recorder and Missionary Journal 4 
(1872) 9, pp. 225-227; cf. Marinescu, Defending Christianity, p. 230, for an analysis of 
this passage. This is the original text of the key sentence in italics: ~L T;1' DJ l1 iJ 'F G 
~·t~ ffIIt;JW'Y. 
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"heresy"?! LHe certainly does not.J In employing both Chinese and foreign 
teachings, we do not consider which are orthodox, but rather whether they 
harm the manners and morals of the time. Those are all regarded as hetero
dox. 34 
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Here, Y ongzheng declared that he cared little for an abstract or doctrinal meaning 
of orthodoxy or heterodoxy: it was the impact on social stability and governance 
that mattered to him. However, in a surprising twist, the emperor, rather than 
proceed to simply condemn Christianity, further elaborated his relativistic ap
proach to religious and moral teachings. He gave historical examples of hetero
dox ideas in Buddhism (Fojiao zhong zhi yiduan 1'.,M'!zrt1 Z]~ft!M), Confucianism 
(ru zhong zhi yiduan 11/ri ljr 1:.5Vtffi), shamanism and medicine (wu, yi zhong zhi 

yiduan 1'1~... 1=! 1 2JUlffl), concluding that even within orthodox traditions and 
perfectly acceptable popular practices, one could find aberrations. He then moved 
on to relativize Christianity in ethnocentric terms: 

China has her Chinese teachings, just as the West has Western teachings. 
Western teachings do not need to be practiced in China; similarly, how can 
Western countries practice Chinese teachings?35 

He finally concluded that what was "heterodox" about Christianity was its psy
chological and spiritual grasp over the common people, seen as a threat to social 
stability and the ideological foundations of the empire. Yongzheng implied that 
the idea of God's incarnation, connected to the hope of resurrection for the mass
es, was a dangerous form of messianism: "If they say that Heaven, for the sake 
of saving the people, transformed itself into a human being on this earth, they lie 
wantonly. They use the name of Heaven to seduce and enchant our foolish people 
into following their religion. This is the heresy of the West! (Xiyang zhi yiduan PY 
1~(_:zJtViffl). "36 

This specific formulation of the imperial critique of "Western heterodoxy" 
remained slightly opaque, but Yongzheng's point was not a theological one. The 
edict in its entirety was clearly inspired by a relativistic view of religions and a 
practical political preoccupation for stability, which overrode any possibility for a 
subtler theological or cosmological reflection. On this occasion, the emperor 
stopped short of issuing any further prohibition of Christianity in addition to 
those already issued, although he clearly called Catholicism "heterodox" 
(yiduan). The condemnation was not total, however, but simply referred to the 
socio-political implications of Christian teachings. 

34 Shangyu neige, juan 56, p. 
L2 o ' :fL ~r t'J. ~:;, 

35 Ibid. , p. 19b: 1fl [l!~J1.::f 1=j::t [!!~] Z :¥!<:, 
rEi#o 

:fL·TE=J: 'J&'Y.¥~fif/1), 

JHEiX;!J1T-~Qz~;iz, JIJZ/f~ t;J JtlE, 

36 Ibid., p. 18a: ¥fz~x!ILWHHtA .• !fit t;J*)[JftltA, 1t;J.JJtHU;Mz.iJTU, 
1t£Jt~lf, JJtH!JJ:itj#z)~fitlitilia 
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After the departure of the embassy, ten missionaries asked to be received at 
court to thank the emperor for his gracious reception of the Portuguese envoy. 
On July 21, 1727, during that audience, Yongzheng again lectured them. He 
started by scolding them for asking the ambassador to intercede to reopen the 
provincial missions, forbidding them to ask such questions ever again through 
diplomatic channels. Then he launched into what was by then becoming a refrain, 
and a coherent discourse: 

Your Law is not necessary here: you worship Heaven, and call him the Lord 
of Heaven, which means the same. Who does not worship Heaven? We even 
have a temple dedicated to Heaven here. All teachings, including those of the 
Confucians, the Bonzes, the Lamas, the Muslims, all worship Heaven. Buddha, 
the Jade Emperor, Heaven, the Lord of Heaven, all are the same. All people 
worship Heaven. So what is the use for your teachings in China? You criticize 
the other sects. Perhaps because one is bad, the other is good? Quite the con
trary: all sects are in the end the same, and all have something good, and yet 
within each of these teachings, from those of the literati and other ones to your 
Tianzhujiao, very few fully understand their own doctrine. You first have to 
know your heart (xin 'L\ "heart-mind"), and then you will grasp your own 
doctrine. Don't we [in China] have your Ten Commandments, too? All teach
ings say the same thing, which is to do good. Would the Lord of Heaven pun
ish someone who does good, even if outside of Christianity?37 

In his earlier public edict of May 28 of that same year, the emperor had already 
discussed the idea of the unity of all teachings (not only Buddhism, Daoism and 
Confucianism, but also "non-Chinese" religions such as Tibetan Lamaism, Islam, 
and Christianity), and had argued that the worship of Heaven was a universal 
feature of all. Given his penchant for Chan Buddhism, Y ongzheng favored the 
Confucian School of the Mind (xinxue 1 l,\,£}i~), and indeed in the passage above we 
find a reference to the heart-mind (xin), as a way to teach the missionaries a les
son, and humiliate them for ignoring the true meaning of their own religion. This 
approach confused the missionaries, who commented after the audience that "he 
spoke with us with firmness, displaying a confusion of all teachings together, 
scorn for Christianity, us missionaries, and all other teachings and their follow
ers, so arrogant and self-confident, considering himself Master of all teach
ings. "38 What to the missionaries seemed intellectual and theological arrogance, 
was nothing but part and parcel of Y ongzheng' s evolving understanding of the 
role of religion in the Qing state, deriving from his own spiritual practice in the 
Chan tradition, and his daily experience in governance. 

37 "Discorso fatto dall'Imperatore a dieci europei, otto Pladri] della Compagnia e due Carme
litani Scalzi, Ii ventuno di luglio del 1727 in occasione che andarono a ringraziare S.M. de' 
benefici conferiti al Legato di Portugallo ed insieme a chiedere della salute della MlaestaJ 
S[ua]," APF, SOCP, vol. 33 (1727-1728), f. 420r. 

38 ibid., f. 420v. 
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1728 Audience (June 21) 

A year later, on June 21, 1728, a customary visit to greet the emperor gave 
Yongzheng another occasion to lecture the missionaries. Unlike in preceding 
audiences, that never lasted very long, 39 this time the emperor conversed for one 
hour, sitting on pillows with Teodorico Pedrini and Giacinto Giordano of Propa
ganda, and the Jesuits Andre Pereira and Domingos Pinheiro. The emperor ap
parently enjoyed asking questions about Christianity, and refuting what he 
thought were fallacies that did not accord with his idea of religious unity. Here I 
offer an excerpt of the conversation, focusing on Pedrini, although Pereira was 
equally involved in the debate: 

Emperor: What is the main foundation of your faith? 

Pedrini: To believe and worship the only Creator of Heaven and Earth. 

Emperor: And who does not believe in that?! But you attack the Buddha, and 
the bonzes attack Tianzhu, and you quarrel with each other. You must not do 
this, I told this to the bonzes as well. Your religion, and that of the Buddha, 
and that of Confucius and the other ones that we have here, all teach to do 
good: what's the purpose of attacking each other? 

l ... J 
Pedrini: [Our God] is the only true god of the world as He created heaven and 
earth, He is the only one worthy of worship and all the others are false. 

Emperor: If that is the case, why do you honor me? It would be sufficient to 
honor your god, and not bother with anything else. 

Pedrini: We horror Your Majesty because God so ordains, and we would of
fend God if we did not horror the earthly rulers. 

Emperor: Thus, you must also honor Buddha. God is like a powerful light, 
but Buddha and the heads of other religions are like small lamps, and they 
must be honored as well. Here in China you honor me, but this is no reason to 
stop honoring your European rulers. 

[ ... ] 

Pedrini: Buddha and the other gods are enemies of the true God, and thus we 
cannot horror them without offending the true Lord. 

Emperor: What do you mean by enemies?! They are no enemies at all. [ ... J 
Buddha is not an enemy of God. He has created heaven and earth, has neither 
beginning nor end, and is infinite. I am not talking of the mortal Buddha who 

39 Besides the usual courtesy visits and gift exchanges at court, mentioned in several sources, 
around June 10-15, 1728 ("no principio da ... 5 luna"), the emperor called the missionar
ies Jose Soares, Parennin, Pedrini and Giovanni Giuseppe Costa, and interrogated them on 
the medicinal properties and the market for opium. This was in response to a memorial 
from an official in the Ministry of Personnel, a native of Fujian, reporting about the diffu
sion of "yapien from Holland" in that province and requesting an imperial prohibition; see 
ARSI, Jap. Sin. 128, f. 165r. 
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had a father and mother, but of another invisible Buddha, principle of all 

things. 40 

This exchange shows Y ongzheng eagerly promoting his ideas of the unity of 
teachings, using Buddhism and its cosmological concepts as foundation. He also 
correlates the worship of God with the honor due to earthly rulers. This seems to 
suggest, as Pei Huang observed long ago, that to the emperor religious teachings 
were powerful instruments of political legitimation as well as state-building ideo-

1 . l d . 41 og1ca ev1ces. 

1733 Audience (March 18) 

Apparently there were no substantial audiences between 1728 and 1733, although 
it was customary for the missionaries to offer greetings to the monarch several 

• • • • ' -:-_:~ i--~-t 

times a year in a ceremony they called czn an or zmgan, i.e., qmg an 1iFLY: or 
"rito di salute" (ritual to inquire about the imperial health). On such occasions 
they were occasionally admitted to the imperial presence, exchanged some pleas
antries with the emperor, and were regaled with food. In the aftermath of a large 
earthquake that destroyed parts of Beijing and killed a large number of its inhab
itants on September 30, 1730, the emperor summoned representatives of the mis
sionaries to the Yuanmingyuan on October 5, and showed his support by bestow
ing relief funds for their damaged churches. However, no discussion of religious 

h 
. 42 

issues happened on t at occas10n. 
Next, in August 1732, another quite different disaster struck: the imperial 

government ordered the deportation of all missionaries still in Canton to Macao, 
following a memorial by the Governor of Guangdong Ortai, who denounced their 

l 43 0 0 b 16 proselytizing and accused them of attacks on ancestral symbo s. n cto er , 

40 APF, SOCP, vol. 34 (1729-1730), ff. 218r-221v, Teodorico Pedrini, "Breve relazione 
d'una udienza data dall'Imperatore a quattro missionarij di Pekino"; this transcript was col
lated with the version in Archivio della Congregazione della Missione - Roma (ACMR), 
kindly provided by Gabriele Tarsetti and Fabio Galeffi (Centro 'Teodorico Pedrini', Fermo, 
Italy); a French translation of the ACMR copy, "Courte relation d'une. audie.nce a~cor?ee 
par l'Empereur de la Chine a quatre Missionaires de Pekin," was published m: Memmres 
de la Congregation de la mission (Paris: a la Maison principale de la Congregation de la 
Mission, 1866), vol. 7, pp. 340-350. The Jesuit Andre Pereira compiled a Portuguese ver
sion of the conversation based on his recollections, which contains some different lan
guage; see ARSI, lap. Sin. 128, ff. 165r-166v. There is no space here for a detailed com-

parison of the two versions. 
41 See Huang, Autocracy at Work, pp. 46-50. 
42 Gaubil confirms that no meetings had happened in a while, as Yongzheng is here quoted 

saying: "It has been a long time since I saw any of you Europeans, I was worried about 
you all, and I am relieved to know that you are all safe"; see Gaubil, Correspondance, p. 

267. 
43 The original memorial in QTS, doc. 52, pp. 68-71; see also Yang Wenxin t1d>c{~j (Yeung 

Man Shun), "Yongzheng niai1jian Tianzhujiao chuanjiaoshi shiye zai Lingnan de fazhan yu 
cuozhe. Yi 1732 nian quchu Guangzhou chuanjiaoshi wang Aomen zhi shijian wei 
zhongxin" ijm ff~ {f [Hj kt ~ Wf 1-X l: ~3~ *fr:. ,Yi;i 1{'~ [J<j ijtf JtHtil-fAI~ 1fr- ~~ 1732 fj->j.; j)i )~ J+l -f~¥ fJ. 
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1732, Parennin obtained an audience with four other missionaries, in an attempt 
to mitigate the consequences of the expulsion, but "they were nothing more than 
spectators, without any opportunity to talk and reply as necessary to His Majes-
t 

,,44 
y. 

The next major audience came in the Spring of 1733. On April 20, 1733, Pe
drini wrote a somber letter to the Cardinal Prefect of the Propaganda Fide Con
gregation in Rome: "I am writing to inform you of an audience we had with the 
Emperor on March 18 [1733]. I pray God this will be the last one, since on that 
day the Emperor spoke to us in a tone quite different than in other audiences. "45 

This was not the last audience granted to the missionaries by the emperor before 
his death in the fall of 1735, but was the last in which Y ongzheng engaged in any 
meaningful conversation with them. As Pedrini mentioned, the tone had now 
become quite different from the past. After the setback of the 1732 expulsion, the 
court missionaries sought this audience to ask that at least two or three priests be 
allowed to return to Canton to serve as procurators for the religious orders in that 
important international port. On March 18, 1733, at the presence of two "minis
ters of state" the emperor received eleven missionaries, but rather than entertain
ing their request, he started berating them for failing to honor their parents and to 
pay obeisance to their deceased relatives. When the missionaries protested that 
this was not the case, Yongzheng ordered the ministers to gather Christian texts 
from the Beijing churches, study the matter, and report to him. The missionaries 
thought that the ruler was trying to find a pretext to have all of them banished. 
Y ongzheng was probably still influenced by the accusations he had read in Ortai 's 
memorial. Minor officials conducted perfunctory inspections of the capital's 
churches, and collected Christian catechisms for examination, but otherwise no 
further investigation was conducted. 

L:{U~3[1 ~jz.JJ:J}fiijt01f1 1 L_,, (The Development and Frustration of the Catholic Missionary Ac
tivities in Guangdong in the Reign of Yongzheng), in: Zhong-Xi wenhuajiaoliu yu Lingnan 
shehui bianqian (p 1Jtj )( 1t ~ ¥lrE ~~ 1t1 1¥j H: (East and West Cultural Exchanges and 
Social Transformation in South China), ed. Zhao Chunchen - He Dajin M:k:lfu -
Leng Dong rt* (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 2004), pp. 657-677. 

44 See Gaubil, Correspondance, p. 340. 
45 Pedrini to the Prefect of Propaganda, April 20, 1733, APF, SOCP, vol. 37 (1735), f. 309r; 

cf. also ibid., October 21, 1733, ff. 311r-313r; a French translation of a copy of Pedrini's 
account in the Archives of the Missions Etrangeres de Paris, "Courte relation des paroles 
dites par l'Empereur le 18 mars 1733," was published in: Memoires de la Congregation de 
la mission (Paris: a la Maison principale de la Congregation de la Mission, 1866), vol. 7, 
pp. 353-358. See also several Jesuit reports in Latin and Portuguese on the same audience 
in Gaubil, Correspondance, pp. 351-353 (from the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, Rome), 
and in ARSI, Jap. Sin. 128, ff. 191r-v, 192r-193r, 194r-195, 204r-205r, 206r-v, 215r-219r. 
The Propaganda and Jesuit missionaries bickered so much about the contents of the conver
sation that Pedrini wrote to the Propaganda Procurator Arcangelo Miralta in Macao: "Here 
we battled for two months over the audience and the reports about it, so much so that I had 
to write a whole book of papers about it"; see APF, SOCP, vol. 36 (1732-1734), f. 580v. 
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Missionary sources report of a few more audiences, but without much sub
stance to them. Six months later (mid-September 1733), five missionaries were 
summoned to court for a customary greeting audience, the emperor communicat
ed his good health, and immediately dismissed them, without any follow-up. He 
also briefly met them for the Chinese New Year in 1734 (February 4), and re
ceived the newly arrived Jesuits Gabriel Boussel and Pierre Foureau at the 
Yuanmingyuan on September 19, 1734. So far I have not found references to 
other meetings before Yongzheng's death on October 8, 1735. We know that 
secret memorials from Guangdong and Fujian in 1733-1734 denounced connec
tions between Christians and the Philippines, and they alarmed the emperor, who 
worried about the safety of the coast, foreign encroachment, and the presence of 
hanjian 1~/ff (traitors) sailing between Fujian and Luzon.

46 
His coldness in the 

last two years of his life towards the court missionaries probably derived from 
these preoccupations (and he was a busy man as well), but he might have also 
purposely endorsed the status quo, continuing to reduce the space of action for 
the Church in the provinces, while allowing the priests in Beijing enough breath
ing space to remain a conduit for channeling state-building technologies from 
Europe to the Qing government. 

Conclusion 

This essay has focused on specific personal pronouncements by the Yongzheng 
Emperor expressing his attitude to Christianity, and obviously offers a limited 
view of the issue, but also a fresh perspective, based on forgotten sources. Guid
ed by the agenda of the Qing Confucian civilizing mission (jiaohua), the attempt 
at unification of the Three Teachings, and concerns about court factionalism, 
native heterodox activities, and European military and commercial threats, the 
monarch labeled Christians as both religious heretics and political traitors, but 
also maintained an ambiguity that never resolved the Qing relationship to Christi-

anity. 
This approach was not simply based on state-building interests, personal fancy 

for Western exotica, and diplomatic and political expediency, but also on ideolog
ical "relativistic" positions taken by Yongzheng on good and evil, orthodox and 
heterodox, and the meaning of religion itself. In particular, the imperial project 
of unification of the Three Teachings, which ultimately equated Christianity with 
other religions, aimed at imposing a unity of purpose for all religions at the ser
vice of the Qing "civilizing project." I would argue on the basis of the sources 
examined here that this ideological plan played a crucial role in shaping 
Y ongzheng' s attitude to Christianity, something the literature on Sino-W estem 
relations has not highlighted enough, so far. 

In the end, and in spite of periodic state attacks from 1724 onward, Christiani
ty survived as a minoritarian component of late imperial religious life into the 

46 On these issues, see memorials from the Guangdong and Fujian provincial officials in the 
1730s, published in Y2H, vol. 26. 
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modern era. While the main reason for Christianity's survival lies in the localiza
tion of the faith and in the role of native agents in the provinces, as I have shown 
in my past work on Fujian, other concomitant factors need to be highlighted and 
further explored at the imperial core in Beijing, as I did here. The same Qing 
state that prohibited Christianity in the provinces, also maintained an ambivalent 
relationship with missionary presence in the capital, an attitude inaugurated by 
Yongzheng, continued by his son Qianlong 1}fzJi. (r. 1735-1796), and eventually 
abandoned by his grandson Jiaqing (r. 1796-1820). 
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